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absence of wind. An electronic PLC based Supervisor
Control System take actions depending on the mechanical
and electrical variables of each module. An adequate
control strategy applied to the FW allows smoothing the
power fluctuations due to fast variations on wind speed.
This permits to attenuate perturbations on the D/GG and PS
systems, reducing mechanical fatigue. The control strategy
applied on the PS improves pump performance and reduces
D/GG fuel/gas consumption.

Abstract— In remote regions were a main distribution grid is
not available, the implementation of Microgrids with
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) are very useful. In this
context, a Stand-Alone Wind/Diesel Microgrid with modular
architecture is proposed. The main scope is to feed
Residential loads and a Water Pumping System through a
local AC BUS. The random characteristics of the wind makes
necessary to smooth the fluctuating supply in order to
minimize disturbances in the pump and diesel generator. To
overcome this problem, a compensation control strategy
based in the power control of a Storage Energy System and
the Water Pumping System is employed. An appropriate and
reliable communication network is used to supervise and
balance generation and loads, to maintain the correct
functioning of the Microgrid. The system structure, operation
and mathematical models for simulation and validation are
presented.

This work presents preliminary results, considering
different aspects related to the system configuration,
conversion strategy, energy control and the mathematical
models used for simulation.
II.

The system configuration is shown in Fig. 1.The D/GG
is a three-phase synchronous machine driven by a diesel
engine or a gas turbine, which feeds directly a residential
AC load. The generator has associated the usual control
systems, maintaining a regulated voltage and frequency. A
transformer adapts the D/GG AC output voltage to the
input voltage required by the Matrix Converters (MC) that
feed the Induction Machines (IM) of the system, because
such converters are of step-down type. The WG is
integrated by a three blade HAWT with fixed pitch, which
makes the eolic–mechanic conversion at variable speed and
drives through a gearbox a 3-phase Induction Generator
(IG) for the mechanical–electrical conversion. A closed
loop controls the antagonist torque that the IG opposes to
the turbine following an external reference Tg*. This allows
the IG to hand over the optimal speed for each wind speed
at steady state. The control loop acts over the IG frequency
and feeding voltage, keeping V/f constant. The IG works
with speeds lower or equal than the rated values. The PS is
formed by a centrifugal pump driven by a three-phase IM.
A closed loop controls the consumed power from the
D/GG, modifying the pump speed following an external
reference Plink*. This loop actuates over the IM frequency
and voltage, in order to keep constant flux (V/f= cte). The
FW module has a wheel with high moment of inertia driven
by a three-phase IM. A close loop controls the driving
torque following an external reference Tfw*, which allows

Index Terms-- flywheel, microgrid, pumping, wind/diesel
generators, distributed energy resources.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In remote areas, far from the electric power grid, the
autonomous generation based on the Microgrid concept
with Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) [1][2]
constitutes a very useful alternative to provide electric
energy. This generation and distribution, since most
devices will be normalized and commercially available, it is
convenient to be of AC with fixed frequency and voltage of
standard values [8][9]. In this isolated regions, among
others, loads of particular importance are Pumping Systems
(PS) and Residential Consumption (RC). This work
proposes and analyzes a modular structure with distributed
generation and energy storage. It is based on a variable
speed Wind Generator (WG), a Diesel/Gas Generator
(D/GG) and a Flywheel (FW) storage system to minimize
fast wind fluctuations [3][4].
The system modules are connected through a local AC
power grid. The D/GG provides fixed voltage and
frequency and the minimum base power needed for the PS
and RC. This assures a minimum electrical service in
2
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is not required. The supervisor control module operates the
whole system, imposing the reference values for each
module [6][7]. The supervisory task is performed
considering the electrical and mechanical values measured
in the system.

to vary the flywheel speed and hence its stored energy. The
loop acts varying the feeding frequency above the rated
value while keeping the rated voltage, making the IM to
operate in the field weakening region. Then, more energy
storage capacity is obtained working at higher speeds. Due
to the high FW inertia, a drive with fast dynamic response

Fig. 1. Microgrid structure.
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Except for the D/GG module, the rest are based in threephase cage rotor IM, with scalar drivers of variable frequency,
so the machines can work in a wide range of speeds, finding an
adequate operating point for each module. The IM was chosen
due to its robustness, reliability, low cost and reduced
maintenance. The variable frequency voltage that feeds them is
obtained through a MC which has the advantage of not having
a DC-link and do not require expensive storage capacitors. The
MC permits bidirectional power flow, allowing the IM to
operate as motors or generators.

In the T-ω plane, the corresponding Ptmax points describe a
parabola (Fig. 2), which is given by:

Ttopt (ωt ) = kt ωt2
3
o

From Fig.1 it can be seen that if the friction is neglected,
the WG operation point in stationary state (ω=cte.) is defined
by:

For the communication network between Supervisor and
the other Modules, different type of protocols and/or physical
media may be used [10]. In the last few years even if a lot of
work has been done, still there is not an accepted standard to
cover all different types of Microgrids. This is due to the high
dependency between the type of communication network and
different Microgrid characteristics, such us connection or nonconnection to a main distribution system, geographical
deployment, electromagnetic pollution, type of generation and
loads, time constrains for real time messages, etc. and last but
not least cost. In the proposed topology, we consider a fast
Ethernet or higher (IEEE 802.3) optical fiber network. When
distances makes the wired network less cost effective, a
wireless ZigBee network (IEEE 802.15.4) it’s being
considered.
III.

Tt´ = Tg

Hence, to work in a desired point, Tg must be imposed,
which is obtained through a torque control loop that acts over
the generator frequency and voltage. The torque is measured
indirectly, sensing electric variables. In IM, if the stator loses
are considered negligible, then:

Ps = Pgap = Tg ωeg  Tg = PS / ωeg

(5)

with: Ps=vaia+vbib+vcic: stator power; Pgap: air gap power; va,
vb y vc: stator voltages; ia ,ib e ic: stator currents; ωeg=2πf/p:
synchronous speed; f: stator frequency; p: pole pairs.

A. Diesel/Gas Generator
The D/GG is in charge of: 1) Set the frequency and voltage
of the local AC bus, 2) Feed the Residential AC loads and
maintain a base active power to guarantee a minimum pumping
capacity and 3) Supply the reactive power for the whole
system.

The reference torque Tg* is determined from ω´t y Pg limit,
(IG power limit), as:

 KT ωt´2
, ωt´ ≤ ωcruce
T =
´
´
 Pg limit /(ωt ) , ωt > ωcruce
*
g

A control loop that acts over the field keeps constant the
output voltage. Another control loop, acting over the engine
fuel feeding, maintains a constant rotational speed and hence
the frequency. The reference values of such control loops, are
determined by the requirements of the AC load.

with: ωcruce = 3 Pg limit / KT )

B. Wind Generator
The power developed by a wind turbine Pt is:
(1)

where: Cp(λ): power coefficient; λ=rω/v : tip speed ratio; ωt:
turbine speed ; Pw: wind power; ρ: air density; A=π r2: capture
area; r: blade radius ; v: wind speed.
The torque produced by the turbine Tt will be:

Pt = Tt ωt  Tt = CP ( λ ) 0.5ρ Arv 2 / λ

(4)

being: T´t: turbine torque referred to generator shaft; Tg:
generator torque.

SYSTEM CONTROL AND OPERATION

Pt = CP ( λ ) Pw = CP ( λ ) 0.5 ρ Av3

(3)

with kt = 0.5 ρ Ar C P max / λ
3

(2)

represented in Fig. 2 for different values of wind speed. Ptmax
is obtained with CPmax=CP(λo), been λo the optimum tip speed.

Fig. 2: WG operating points.
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If the supervisory control would set Plink*=0, then, the WG will
contribute with the total Pp, shown in point N for 75KW. In Z,
Pp has reached its possible maximum and the WG is limited to
this same value, 100KW (see Z to Z´ in Fig.2).

The locus of the IG operation points is formed by the
conjunction of the T´topt parabola and Pglimit hyperbole,
depending on the ω´t, (Fig. 2). In the same figure an evolution
of the turbine and IG working points (T´t y Tg) against wind
steps in the range of 6m/s a 14m/s, is presented. After the
transient, associated with the energy storage in the rotating
mass of the turbine (orange area), the work points coincide
with the parabola T´topt, (eg. points A, N, Z). When the wind
speed exceeds 13m/s, the operation points belong to the
hyperbole that corresponds to Pglimit equal 100KW in this case.
For 14m/s, the work point would be Z´. The value of ω´t is
comprised in a range limited by the minimum generation
corresponding speed and the maximum speed allowed by the
turbine, over which the mechanical integrity would be
compromised.

D. Flywheel
Due to the random nature of the wind, the power supplied
by the WG is fluctuating. Two power fluctuations can be
distinguished: slow variations due to changes in the average
wind speed, and fast variations caused by wind gusts. The later
could be harmful for the PS operation, provoking mechanical
fatigue that shortens its lifespan and worsens its performance.
The FW module is used to attenuate the fast power fluctuations
at the input of the PS module [5]. A control strategy with quick
response is proposed, which allows storing energy when Pg is
increasing and supplying energy when Pg is decreasing. If the
control loop works correctly, the power handled by the FW Pfw,
is:

C. Pumping System
It is desired the power supplied to the pump comes mainly
from the WG (Pg). A control loop regulates the power from the
D/GG, Plink to a base value set by the used reference Plink*. This
loop varies the pump speed ωp, acting on the frequency and
voltage of the induction motor, to change its power:

Pp = k pω

3
p

Pfw = Pg = Pg − Pg

where: Pg: IG total power; Pg : fast variation of Pg; Pg :

(7)

average value of Pg. The kinetic energy E stored by the FW is
given by:
E = 0.5 J fwω 2fw
(10)

where kp: constant that depends on the pump construction. For
each value of Pg, the control loop will set Pp to:
*
Pp = Pg + Plink

(9)

with: Jfw: FW inertia; ωfw: FW speed. For its correct operation,
the FW speed must be within a certain range (ωfwmin, ωfwmax).
Speeds above ωfwmax are not allowed to limit mechanical
stresses. Working at speeds below ωfwmi it is useless because
the stored energy is very small. Then, the useful energy
variation of the FW will be:

(8)

ΔEutil = Emax − Emin = Emax (1 − 1/ kω2 )

(11)

In Ec. (11), Emin y Emax are the minimum and maximum
stored energies for ωfwmin and ωfwmax respectively, while
kω=ωfwmax/ωfwmin is known as speed ratio. Usually kω is set on 2
or 3 giving a ΔEutil=0,75 or 0,89Emax. To smooth Pg, the FW
must be capable of store and supply energy anytime. It is then
necessary, that in idle condition the FW operates at an
intermediate speed given by:

En = ( Emin + Emax ) / 2 → ω *fw =

(ω

2
fw min

+ ω 2fw max ) / 2 (12)

In order to obtain this, a correction of the reference torque
(ΔT) is introduced in the power control loop of the FW, which
is obtained from a speed reference ωfw*, as indicated in Fig. 1.
Hence, there is a slow control loop that regulates the average
FW speed, without interfering with the smoothing action.
Finally, from the above considerations, the reference torque
( T fw* ) for the FW loop is composed by:

Fig. 3: PS stationary working points.

Fig. 3 shows the work points of the pump in stationary
state. In A, the WG supplies 10KW and the pump absorbs
25KW for Plink*=15KW (value set by the supervisory control).
If Pg rises, point A will move to de right keeping PLink constant.
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T fw* = Pg / ωefw + ΔT = TfW + ΔT

E. Supervisory Control System
The supervisory module receives information from two
sources: a) Operator/User: Maximum base power for Pp taken
from the D/GG; rated values and limits for torque, speed and
power for each module. b) Measurement instruments for
mechanic and electric variables: Pg, ωg, ωfw, ωp, and Plink.
From these values, the supervisory module will drive the
WG, the FW and PS modules, fixing the reference values for
the torque and power internal loops (Pglimit, Plink*, ωfw*).

(13)

where TfW is the reference torque of the power smoothing
loop (fast) and ΔT is the torque correction introduced by the
speed regulation loop (slow). As seen in Fig. 1, TfW is
obtained from Pg , which is calculated in Ec. (9). This requires
the knowledge of Pg , which is a slow variation, and is
obtained with a low pass filter.

IV.

SYSTEM MODELLING

Due to the whole system complexity and in the need to
obtain results in reasonable simulation times, some of the
modules are represented through simplified functional macro
models.
A. Diesel/Gas Generator - Load
Ideal voltage and frequency control loops are supposed:
*
VCA = VCA

,

f = f*

(14)

The SG is modeled by means of a three-phase, symmetric
ideal generator of sinusoidal voltage:
va ,b , c = 2VCA sen(ω t − θ a ,b, c )

(15)

being ω=2πf*. The AC load is represented by concentrated
impedances whose values vary with the consumed active P
and reactive Q powers:

Fig. 4: WG power fluctuation.

2
2
Z a ,b ,c = R + jX = VCA
P / ( P 2 + Q 2 ) + jVCA
Q / ( P 2 + Q 2 ) (16)

B. Wind Generator
1) Mechanical System.

Tt´ − Tg = J tg d ω g / dt + Btg ω g ……….. (17)
where: Jtg: WT+IG inertia; Btg: WT+IG friction coefficient;
T´T calculated through Ec. (2) with CP(λ) in table or curve
fitting and affected by gearbox ratio; Tg=Tg* calculated with
Ec. (6).
2) Generator - Driver.
Fig. 5: FW energy fluctuation.

Harmonics and reactive components of the currents
injected to the grid by the MC are not considered. The active
components of such currents are modeled with a three-phase
ideal current generator, with the following values:

To illustrate the smoothing action of the FW, Fig. 4
shows an electric power fluctuation injected by the WG due to
wind speed variations. This variation is considered sinusoidal
for simplicity. Fig. 5 shows the storage energy fluctuations in
the FW ( E ) due to Pg .

ia ,b ,c =  2η gη MC Tg ω g / 3VˆCA  sen(ω t − θ a ,b ,c )

fW
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V.

where: ηg: IG efficiency; ηMC: MC efficiency; VˆCA : AC bus
peak voltage; ω=2πf, f: AC bus frequency; θa=0, θb=2π/3,
θc=4π/3.

•

C. Pumping System
If the close loop that controls Plink works correctly, Pp can
be calculated through Ec. (8). The fundamental components of
the currents fed to the MC will be:

ia ,b ,c =  2 Pp / 3VˆCAη MIη MC  sen (ωt − θ a ,b ,c )

•
•
•

(19)

•

where: ηMI: IM efficiency.
D. Flywheel
For this module, a more detailed model was used.
1) Mechanical System.

TMI = T fw = J fw d ω fw / dt + B fwω fw
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2) Induction Motor.
A classical dq dynamic model is used. The electrical
equations are:

= Rsids + dϕds / dt − ωϕqs
= Rsiqs + dϕqs / dt + ωϕds
= Rridr + dϕdr / dt − (ω − ωr ) ϕqr

(21)

= Rriqr + dϕqr / dt + (ω − ωr ) ϕdr

where: Rs, Rr: phase, stator and rotor resistances; ω=pωmec.
The stator and rotor fluxes may be expressed as:

ϕ ds
ϕ
 qs

ϕ dr
ϕ qr


= Lsids + Lmidr
= Lsiqs + Lmiqr
= Lr idr + Lmids

(22)

= Lr iqr + Lmiqs

where: Ls = Lls + Lm ; Lr = Llr + Lm and ids, iqs, idr e iqr are the
stator and rotor direct and quadrature current components,
respectively. The electromagnetic torque is:

TMI = 1.5 p (ϕ ds iqs − ϕ qs ids )

The modularity of the proposed system makes it highly
flexible and reconfigurable both in its topology and its
control.
The constitutive parts are available in the local market
and present a low maintenance costs.
The simulation results in steady state had validated the
correct functioning of internal control loops and also
the system as a whole.
The proposed control and compensation strategy
results
effective,
significantly
reducing
the
disturbances created by the wind random nature in the
control loops of the D/GG and PS.
The obtained results for stationary conditions,
encouraging us to continue working. We are planning
a second stage oriented to the study of the system
dynamic behavior.
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where: TMI: IM torque ; Jfw: FW+IM inertia; Bfw: FW+IM
friction coefficient.

Vds

Vqs

Vdr
V
 qr

CONCLUSIONS
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